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Emerging Manager Attributes
As an Emerging Manager, we
currently manage:
1) Institutional capital
2) Other capital
3) No capital-We have a
dream…..

Emerging Manager Attributes
Our Emerging Manager Organization:
1) Maintains a well-documented set of
policies and procedures
2) Has some documented policies and
procedures
3) We are a terrific deal team and will
add that “back-office” function later

Elements of Good Policy
1)
2)

Promotes compliance with rules
and consistency of presentation
Facilitates understanding of
information across portfolio and
time periods

REIS Purpose and Goals
GIPS, U.S. GAAP and USPAP form the Foundational Standards upon which REIS depends; however,
REIS provides guidance when these standards are silent or subject to interpolation
GIPS
Principles on how to calculate
and report investment results

U.S. GAAP
Standards , conventions , and rules
accountants follow in recording and
summarizing transactions , and in
preparation of financial statements

USPAP
Quality control standards applicable
for real property, personal
property, intangibles, and business
valuation appraisal analysis and
reports

GAPS
Transparency

Purpose

Consistency

Integrated
Accounting and
Valuation

Performance
Measurement

Guidance on
Initiatives

REIS

Develop &
Refine
Standards

Reporting

Increase
Awareness &
Compliance

Goals

How Do I Get More Information?
• REIS web site: www.reisus.org
• REIS Handbook
• Open Council Meetings: monthly, third
Wednesday, Noon Eastern
• REIS News: monthly publication
• Sponsor web sites: www.ncreif.org;
www.prea.org
• Contacts:
• John Baczewski, REIS Board Chair
• REIS Director of Operations: Marybeth
Kronenwetter (marybeth@reisus.org)

Three Things You Can’t Outsource
1)
2)
3)

Fiduciary responsibility to our clients
as investment advisors to protect
their assets
Regulatory responsibility – SEC
rules/Investment Advisers Act of 1940
Enterprise Risk Management –
Mitigating the risk exposure
associated with use of external
service providers

Portfolio Management Tools and
Processes: Back Office Processes
Massimo Zannella, Citi Private
Equity Services
January 2012

The trends and challenges are creating needs for the emerging
manager and Investor that go beyond investment management and
require mature infrastructures with robust controls.
Trends
•

Search for greater
sector diversity

•

Increased appetite
for direct and coinvestments

•

•

•
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Increased focus on
performance
transparency and
risk management
Investors thirst for
more data and
transparency
Emerging and
evolving regulatory
environment

Challenges
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Tracking dozens or
hundreds of
investments each
quarter
Processing multiple
transactions each
month
Coordinating and
reconciling to multiple
property, fund, and
banking stakeholders
Data aggregation and
packaging
Investment and
portfolio analysis
Maintaining large
amounts of
documentation
Tracking multiple deals
across multiple
stakeholders

Needs
•

Resources and
infrastructure to support
an expanding and
sophisticated
investment approach

•

Aggregated view,
control, and oversight

•

On demand access to
data and decision
support tools

Infrastructure and controls are key throughout
the investment lifecycle
Due Diligence
and Closing

Scoping and Selection
Key Activities

•
•
•

Identify opportunities
Analyze suitability
Select investments for
further due diligence

•
•
•

•
•

Analyze past
performance
Evaluate people
Evaluate back and
middle-office
capabilities
Documentation
Capital commitments

Portfolio
Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pain Points

•
•

•

Easily accessible data
Tracking deals,
contacts, and
presentation material
Compliance and
regulatory
considerations

•
•

•

Central repository for all
legal documents
Tracking deals,
meetings, and deal
documentation and due
diligence material
Compliance and
regulatory
considerations

•

•
•

•

•
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Accounting and
administration
Financial reporting
Capital call and
distribution management
Performance
measurement
Cash and treasury
management
Risk management
Compliance
considerations
Tax preparation and
support
Creating
management/investor
reports
Easily accessible data
Transparency and tools
for portfolio and risk
management
Managing multiple
transactions across
multiple investments
Available and
experiences resources

Exit
•
•

Investment liquidation
Identify investments
for secondary sale

•

Performance
measurement and
reporting

Benefits of Outsourcing
Outsourcing can bring several qualitative and quantitative benefits to the
emerging manager and the investor
Qualitative
•

Transfer of operational risk
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•

Variable versus fixed cost model

•

Transparency & data availability

•

Cost allocation

•

Scale management

•

•

Leverage best practices of multiple
clients

Improve quality, timeliness and
accessibility to information

•

Independent third party
administration

Focus on core competencies as
earnings growth driver

•

Avoid purchasing and maintaining
technology systems and shelfware

•

Leverage advanced technology

•

Gain institutional grade infrastructure
including best-in-class COB & disaster
recovery plans

•
•

Quantitative

Acquire professional expertise

•

Enhancing capabilities

•

Leverage core competencies

Electronic Survey Questions
For the Emerging Managers:

– What is the number one driver when considering back office outsourcing?
•
•
•
•

A - Evolving regulatory environment
B - Investors’ need for more information quicker and third party independent controls
C - Cost
D - Lack of internal scale to manage future growth

For the Investors:

– Do you have dedicated resources to manage back office operations or are you
using front office investment resources?
•
•
•
•
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A - Using front office staff only
B - Dedicated back office staff exists
C - Blend of back office and front office resources
D - Outsourced to third party provider

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or
relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the "promotion or marketing" of any transaction contemplated hereby ("Transaction").
Accordingly, you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
Any terms set forth herein are intended for discussion purposes only and are subject to the final terms as set forth in separate definitive written agreements. This presentation is not a commitment to lend, syndicate a
financing, underwrite or purchase securities, or commit capital nor does it obligate us to enter into such a commitment. Nor are we acting in any other capacity as a fiduciary to you. By accepting this presentation, subject to
applicable law or regulation, you agree to keep confidential the existence of and proposed terms for any Transaction.
Prior to entering into any Transaction, you should determine, without reliance upon us or our affiliates, the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that you are able to assume these risks) as well as the legal,
tax and accounting characterizations and consequences of any such Transaction. In this regard, by accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that (a) we are not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on us
for) legal, tax or accounting advice, (b) there may be legal, tax or accounting risks associated with any Transaction, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice and (d) you
should apprise senior management in your organization as to such legal, tax and accounting advice (and any risks associated with any Transaction) and our disclaimer as to these matters. By acceptance of these materials,
you and we hereby agree that from the commencement of discussions with respect to any Transaction, and notwithstanding any other provision in this presentation, we hereby confirm that no participant in any Transaction
shall be limited from disclosing the U.S. tax treatment or U.S. tax structure of such Transaction.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies each entity that enters into a formal business relationship with us. We will ask for your complete name, street address, and taxpayer ID number.
We may also request corporate formation documents, or other forms of identification, to verify information provided.
Any prices or levels contained herein are preliminary and indicative only and do not represent bids or offers. These indications are provided solely for your information and consideration, are subject to change at any time
without notice and are not intended as a solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any instrument. The information contained in this presentation may include results of analyses from a quantitative model which
represent potential future events that may or may not be realized, and is not a complete analysis of every material fact representing any product. Any estimates included herein constitute our judgment as of the date hereof
and are subject to change without any notice. We and/or our affiliates may make a market in these instruments for our customers and for our own account. Accordingly, we may have a position in any such instrument at any
time.
Although this material may contain publicly available information about Citi corporate bond research, fixed income strategy or economic and market analysis, Citi policy (i) prohibits employees from offering, directly or
indirectly, a favorable or negative research opinion or offering to change an opinion as consideration or inducement for the receipt of business or for compensation and (ii) prohibits analysts from being compensated for
specific recommendations or views contained in research reports. So as to reduce the potential for conflicts of interest, as well as to reduce any appearance of conflicts of interest, Citi has enacted policies and procedures
designed to limit communications between its investment banking and research personnel to specifically prescribed circumstances.
© 2010 Citibank, N.A. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.

In January 2007, Citi released a Climate Change Position Statement, the first US financial institution to do so. As a sustainability leader in the financial sector, Citi has taken concrete steps to address this important issue of climate
change by: (a) targeting $50 billion over 10 years to address global climate change: includes significant increases in investment and financing of alternative energy, clean technology, and other carbon-emission reduction activities;
(b) committing to reduce GHG emissions of all Citi owned and leased properties around the world by 10% by 2011; (c) purchasing more than 52,000 MWh of green (carbon neutral) power for our operations in 2006; (d) creating
Sustainable Development Investments (SDI) that makes private equity investments in renewable energy and clean technologies; (e) providing lending and investing services to clients for renewable energy development and projects;
(f) producing equity research related to climate issues that helps to inform investors on risks and opportunities associated with the issue; and (g) engaging with a broad range of stakeholders on the issue of climate change to help
advance understanding and solutions.
Citi works with its clients in greenhouse gas intensive industries to evaluate emerging risks from climate change and, where appropriate, to mitigate those risks.

efficiency, renewable energy & mitigation

Portfolio Management Tools and
Processes: Risk Management Tools
Jim Valente, IPD
January 2012

Overview
 Define your benchmark up front
 Fund size and performance
 Fund structure
 Active management
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Benchmark Rules
The primary purpose of a benchmark is to set a realistic, attainable
performance standard, so that, by closely replicating a Fund’s style and
risk strategies, any short- or long-term over/under performance can be
attributed to the managers active decisions and thus their skill.


Unambiguous



Investable



Measurable



Appropriate



Known



Specified in advance



Owned
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Defining a Benchmark

Opportunistic
Funds

Core
Funds

Increasing range of return outcomes (Asset Specific Risk)

Land

Development

Conversion

Redevelopment

Rehab /
Reposition

Lease Up

Stabilized

Value Add
Funds

50 Bps

100 Bps

200 Bps

300 Bps

Frequency of outperformance ODCE +

ODCE +: An Example of a Bad Benchmark
63%

53%

42%

32%

21%

11%

0%
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Fund Size Shifts Focus
30%

Distribribution of portfolio Performance

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Asset Count / Portfolio
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Fund Structure Influences Performance
1,200

20%

Distribution of Annual Standard Deviation

800
600

400
200
0

-200
-400
-600

-800

-1,400

16%

14%

12%

Lower Q
Bottom 5%

3Q 2011

3Q 2010

3Q 2009

3Q 2008

3Q 2007

3Q 2006

3Q 2005

3Q 2004

-1,600

10%
Gross Fund

-1,200

Median
Benchmark
Top 5%
Upper Q

18%

Direct RE

-1,000

3Q 2003

Contribution to Gross Fund Return (bps)

1,000
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Active Management I
25%
20%
15%

Anuual Return

10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%
2004

2005

2006
Benchmark

2007
2004

2008
2005

2006

2009

2010

2011

2007
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Active Management II
25%
20%
15%

Anuual Return

10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%

860 Investments
$23 bn Equity

-30%
2005
Benchmark

2006
Stabilized

2007
Development

2008
Redevelopment

2009

2010

Rehab / Reposition

2011
Lease-Up
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John Baczewski, Real
Estate Fiduciary Services
John Baczewski, CPA, is president of Real Estate Fiduciary Services, LLC (REFS), which provides independent
fiduciary services and consulting to institutional and individual investors. Baczewski has more than 25
years of experience in institutional real estate investment, finance, management and monitoring, along
with 10 years of Big Four public accounting experience.
Baczewski’s breadth and depth of institutional real estate experience includes investment strategy
development, portfolio and asset management, due diligence and transaction management, operational
reviews, accounting, performance measurement, client service and capital formation.
Baczewski Chairs the REIS Board, which promulgates information standards for the institutional real estate
investment industry. Additionally, he formerly served on the REIS Council and served as technical project
manager for the 2003 Real Estate Information Standards rewrite.
Baczewski is a fellow of the Homer Hoyt Institute, which comprises a group of industry leaders who lend
their expertise to the Weimer School of Advanced Studies in Real Estate and Land Economics; an Editorial
Board Member of The Institutional Real Estate Letter-North America and serves as a director of Benchmark
Strategic Services, an independent research and strategic consulting firm serving the real estate industry.
Baczewski actively participates in several professional associations, including the National Council of Real
Estate Investment Fiduciaries (former board member), Pension Real Estate Association, American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), CFA Institute, the Boston Security Analysts Society, and the
Massachusetts Society of CPAs.
Contact information: Email: jjb@refiduciaries.com • 65 The Fairways • Ipswich, MA 01938 • Tel:
978.887.3750 • Fax: 978.359.1068 • www.refiduciaries.com

Massimo Zannella
Director, Private Equity Services
Citi Global Transactions Services
Securities and Fund Services
Citi Private Equity Services, Inc
Massimo joined Citi’s Securities and Funds Services (“SFS”) as a Director in April 2007. Massimo is
currently a Product Manager for Citi Private Equity Services with responsibility over the Investor product
solution and new product development. Prior to his current position, Massimo was the North America
Product Head for the Electronic Markets Group. The Electronic Markets Group is responsible for
providing connectivity, workflow, and data management solutions for the Securities and Fund Services
products.
Massimo was recruited to Citi from Thomson Financial/OMGEO, where he was Executive Director of
Product Management. At the time, Thomson Financial/OMGEO products generated $300 million in
annual revenue. Massimo spent 12 years at Thomson Financial/OMGEO serving at various product and
business management roles where he developed and brought to market middle and back office product
solutions for the Investment Management, Broker/Dealer, and Bank Global communities. During the
merger of Thomson Financial Electronic Settlements Group and The Depository and Trust Clearing
Corporation’s TradeSuite, he was instrumental in leading the merger and joint synergy activities. These
synergy initiatives created the products that support the U.S. domestic market.
Massimo received his Bachelor of Science in Finance degree from Bentley College in 1993.

Jim Valente
Director, Portfolio & Risk Analytics
Jim Valente, is the Director of Performance & Risk Analytics for IPD. He has 17 years
experience developing top down investment strategies that are supported with bottom up
research and analysis. Jim leads the development of IPD’s performance and risk analytics
which are used by the major global real estate investors and managers. Prior to joining
IPD, he held senior positions or lead research and strategy teams for a number of large
real estate investment managers, including ING, SSR, and Bentall Kennedy. Jim’s
research experience spans the four quadrants and includes all property types in North
America, Mexico, and Europe.
Jim is widely published in leading industry journals as well as some academic journals. He
earned a B.A. in Economics from ECSU, and an MBA with a concentration in Real Estate
from UCONN.

IPD North America
101 W. Grand Avenue
Suite 650
Chicago IL 60654

Tel: +1 312 646 6258
Cell: +1 312 718 5958
Fax: +1 312 646 6254
Email: james.valente@ipd.com

